
As you feel that your horse can complete this exercise 

with ease, utilize more inside leg during the flexion and 

an open outside rein to encourage lateral movement 

towards the outside. Your circle will turn into a spiral that 

grows larger, which begins the foundation for side-

passing and more advanced lateral movements. Only 

apply 30 seconds at once before allowing for a break. 

Add poles in a “fan” pattern and complete the same 

spiral exercise over the poles. This requires your horse 

not only to flex and relax properly, but also to isolate the 

movement in their shoulders and encourages further 

“hoof-eye coordination”. As a third progression to this 

exercise, begin incorporating the trot (without the poles 

first), and eventually raise the ends of the poles. 

 

 

PROGRESSION A     PROGRESSION B 

How to complete this exercise: 

Allow your horse some time to walk around on a free rein primarily. Slide one hand down the inside rein and bring 

the horse’s chin around until you can see the inside tip of the eyeball. Put a hand down on your saddle to ensure 

that you will not release if the horse pulls against the contact. Trickle your horse around in a small 5m circle, 

encouraging lateral motion with your inside leg. Leave your outside rein vey loose. When you feel your horse give 

into the contact, release the inside rein and allow them to walk forward freely for 10 strides, and then pick the 

contact back up and repeat. Complete equally in both directions. If you know your horse has more of a problem on 

one side than another, you can ride this exercise 60% to the weak direction and 40% to the strong direction until 

you feel your horse’s strength even up. 

Buttering The Poll 
This exercise is aimed for any horse at any stage of recovery. The goal is to loosen the flexion through the poll 

and allow fluid and gentle stretching through the neck. A horse that leans on the bit or lacks lateral flexion will 

benefit greatly, as well as any horse with issues in the neck or wither area. This exercise is encouraged during 

warm up, walk breaks, and cool downs at all stages of a horse’s program. This exercise can be a good indicator of 

any new injuries to the neck (example, a vertebrae out of alignment), and can compliment lateral work, impact 

work, and can decrease recovery time from strenuous workouts or competitive schedules. 

Flex using inside leg, 

and push laterally to 

“spiral” your circle 


